City of Dade City
Hardy Trail Extension (LAP Project)

Bid No. 1903PK
FDOT FPN 433700-1-58-01
ADDENDUM NO. 1
December 5, 2018

The following portions of the Bid Documents have been revised:

Attachments:
 Responses to Pre-Bid & Bidder Set #1 Questions
 DemandStar Plan Holder List (as of December 5, 2018)

Any additional questions regarding the bid shall be submitted, in writing, to
hwashburn@dadecityfl.com and jdebono@dadecityfl.com by December 13, 2018.

Responses to Pre-Bid Questions & Bidder Set #1:
Pre-Bid
1. There is a note on sheet 16 and sheet 17 that says “CONST. 10’ CONC. TRAIL”. Is this
correct? There isn’t any other callouts for a concrete trail anywhere else.
This is mislabeled. Both notes should say “CONST. 10’ MULTI-USE TRAIL” as it does
on all the other sheets.
2. There is a callout on sheet 20 for “PROP. 6” CONC. RIBBON CURB”, but there isn’t a pay
item associated with this. How will this be paid? Is it included in the cost of the pavers?
The cost of ribbon curb is incidental to the cost of the paver installation.
3. The END PPROJECT STATION on sheet 32 is STA. 61+99.96. This appears to be
incorrect. The end station appears to be STA. 61+69.96. Please verify.
This is mislabeled (typo). The correct station is 61+69.96.
4. On sheet H-6, there is a 2” callout. The contractor doesn’t know what that dimension is
for. Please explain.
The cap dimension is 30”x30”. The column is 26”x26”. The 2” is the overhang dimension
in each direction of the cap to the column,
5. On sheet H-7, there is a callout for a “uni-block column”. The contractor doesn’t know what
this is. There is also a callout for a 3” pre-cast concrete cap. What is the extra 3” cap above that?
A uni-block column is a standard manufactured column wall detail used as part of a
decorative colored concrete block wall system. There are 3 primary vendors that
manufactures this. Per FDOT restrictions, we are not allowed to name them. The callout
for the 3” pre-cast concrete cap has a smaller 3” “cap” attached to the top. This is common
for the uni-block wall detail.
6. Will an engineer’s estimate be provided?
The engineer’s estimate will not be provided.
Bidder Set #1
7. At the prebid meeting yesterday, it was said that the engineer’s budget would not be given.
However, on spec book page 11 the below is written. Please advise if this is correct.
“Budget - City has appropriated approximately $807,787.00 for the procurement of the Services covered under this
Invitation to Bid. City reserves the right to adjust this amount based on availability of funding.”

This is not the engineer’s estimate.
8. Can the plan holders list be made available?
The DemandStar plan holder list is attached.

